
Visit Rijkswaterstaat 
Rijkswaterstaat is a part of the Dutch governmental executive agency responsible for the             
general infrastructure, including water management and surface water quality control. We spoke            
with Onno Epema, head of Inorganic Analysis. This division includes the water analysis             
laboratory. The goal of this meeting was to gain firsthand information about surface water care,               
current hazards concerning emerging contaminants, and the potential implementation of          
DeTaXion within the surface water handling. 
 
Water measurements 
In the Netherlands there are several water quality measuring stations constantly analyzing            
chemical and biological threats that may arise in surface water, to protect the environment and               
society. Several methods are combined to create an overall view, including the use of biological               
as well as chemical techniques. The biological systems serve as indicators for general toxicity              
whereas chemical techniques are used to specifically identify toxic compounds. Behavioral           
changes in Daphnia and fish are key in measuring toxic compounds, and if any signal is                
observed then the analytical chemical techniques are used for further analysis. The chemical             
techniques consist of mass spectrometers with different purification methods. Water is           
constantly sampled and analyzed for a subset of toxic compounds, but after a biological signal               
this range is extended measuring also non-common compounds. It is often very difficult to              
specifically identify the characteristics of the toxic compound. This is where DeTaXion offers             
innovative solutions according to Onno Epema. 
 
The niche for DeTaXion 
If DeTaXion is able to identify compound classes by expressing one receptor for several              
compounds or several receptors specific to one, DeTaXion can be used for fast characterization              
of toxic compounds. This would mak general detection more efficient and class-specific.            
Especially modification of the methylation sites would offer new possibilities in even replacing             
some of the biological methods, because compound type and concentration can be measured             
simultaneously. 
He also suggested that DeTaXion could be used in municipal wastewater treatment plants. 
These plants increasingly encounter problems concerning chemical waste in the sewage           
systems damaging the infrastructure. Being able to analyze chemical waste itself, as well as              
treatment efficiency of the bacteria used in these systems, could help with preventing             
impairment of the treatment plants. 
 
The visit to Rijkswaterstaat was one of our first and impacted the project to a great extent. The                  
information we obtained during this meeting focused our ideas and motivated us to handle this               
specific problem regarding emerging contaminants in surface waters. 
  


